
Stradone Farnese 33, Piacenza
25.10.20 - 6.01.21

Opening time: Tuesday – Saturday 3:00-7:00pm and by appointment 
Inaugural opening on invitation — Saturday 26 October h 6.00pm

PRESNETS THE SOLO-EXHIBITION  
OF GIORGIO MILANI

LA SCRITTURA COME ENIGMA 
curated by Elena Pontiggia 

The exhibition presents 120 works of art, for the most part never seen paintings and sculptures, divided 
in ten sections: from the Torri di Gutenberg to the Babeli and to the Poetari Oriente Occidente, from the 
Sublimazioni to the Sindoni di Gutenberg and to the Canti and Ombre Rare. These works are typically 
assemblies of wooden movable printing types that Milani finds and collects in the warehouses of old printers 
and recycles as materials for art. They are characters that, ideally, preserve the memory of everything they 
have printed, the memory of all our knowledge. Those carved woods, different in shape and size, and also 
in material and age of production, are no longer used as tools to leave the imprint of letters on the page, 
but to build three-dimensional works: works not with printed words-images, but works with physical words-
images. Something to touch as well as to see. Letters and words not as a cast, shadow of a matrix, but 
letters-object, words-object.
As Elena Pontiggia writes in the introduction to the catalogue: “Milani’s writing, his Poetari, do not create 
a rational catalogue or a scholastic filing; they are the place of the enigma, not because they reveal the 
mystery, but because they reveal that the mystery exists. Letters and signs are collected in orthogonal 
trends, within squares and rectangles, in rhythmical and musical spaces, but they are not readable neatly 
and judiciously. Try to read them: you will not succeed, because they are hermetic like the leaves of the 
Sibyl. They are an encyclopaedia of Babel, of the misunderstanding.”

Catalogue available: La Scrittura Come Enigma, GLI ORI Editori Contemporanei, 2020 with text of Elena 
Pontiggia annd an interview of Matteo Galbiati to Giorgio Milani.



GIORGIO MILANI (Piacenza, 1946)
 
The Poetari, that characterize his current production, are the result of a journey that begins in the middle 
of Sixties and develops the study of the relationship between image and writing.
The Poetari made in the late ‘80s are exhibited for the first time in 1997 in Milan in the exhibition “Poetari di 
fine Gutenberg”, curated by Tommaso Trini and organized by Stelline Foundation with the patronage of 
the Municipality of Milan. Since then, the notoriety of his Poetari has expanded thanks to solo-exhibitions 
organized in Italy (Milan, Piacenza, Reggio Emilia, Bologna, Rome, Rovereto, Verona, Ancona, Padua, 
Turin) and abroad (In Germany in Munich, Leipzig, Bonn, Berlin; In the United States in Miami and New 
York; In Canada in Montreal; In Spain in Barcelona; In the Principality of Monaco in Montecarlo; In 
Lebanon in Beirut; In Belgium in Ghent).

VOLUMNIA - ENRICA DE MICHELI

Volumnia is a platform for art and design that will inhabit the cavernous interior of a former church in the 
heart of Piacenza. With roots in the renaissance, it is a monumental and awe-inspiring space steeped in 
history, with rows of columns that spring dozens of meters into the air. Enrica de Micheli, a gallerist with 
over 20 years of experience in antiques and design, is the initiator of the reactivation of this historic space 
through a broad range of activities including an exhibition space, a bistrot and year-round cultural program. 

www.volumnia.space 
info@volumnia.space

VOLUMNIA
Stradone Farnese 33, Piacenza 
info@volumnia.space
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